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Cat drowned in
inflatable pool
A dead cat was found yesterday
morning in an inflatable children’s
pool in a back yard on Beukenlaan.
The animal’s owner remains unknown. “She was always hanging
around the back yard and would see
our children playing in the pool,” the
distressed resident tells us. It must
have been the proverbial curiosity
that killed the animal.
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Mr.
Kleijn.

Oh look,
the tea bags are
already at it.

It was
late April.

Really, how is
this supposed
to work if no one
can get near?

Thanks!

Sir, we’ve got to
be able to work
here without
interference.

Harry!

Glad to be
working
together again.

Never heard of free
dom of the press?

Ahmed!

Absolutely.
Tell me!

Sir, you
are not a
journalist.

The boy died in
this front garden,
in his father’s
arms.

I think I’ll
be the judge
of that. I...
The exact cause of death
is unclear right now.
There’s a shallow cut
on his forehead.

HO N K
HONK!

Harry Kleijn knew
this street. When
they had told him
the deceased boy’s
name over the
phone, he had felt
a stab of dismay.
The inspector
dreaded the
inevitable interview
with the boy’s
parents and sister
and was grasping at
anything that might
distract him.
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How
awful...

He must have
crawled across all
these gardens on
his hands and feet.

Well, well...

Pimples on a bum,
pimples on a bum,
I see pimples-on
-a-bum.

All the way
from
number 24,
on that corner.
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He still managed
to vomit into
the bushes.

Hmm. Did he lie down
on his back himself?

Mr. Kloosterman is always
talking in book language.
And do you know why?

Er... pardon me,
but I assume you will
be wanting to speak
to us, too.

The neighbour who
discovered him claims he
was already on his back.

What on earth does
a grown man want
with a space hopper?

Precisely!
That man’s
not all there.

He reeks of
beer, too.

But his blood
alcohol content is
under 1.5.

Yes, that bloody
tree. It’s blocking
all of our light.

To make us
feel small.

He hides behind
his big words,
but meanwhile...

DING
DONG!

Oh... er...
I tidied up
the turf.

What? So quickly?

I hope I didn’t
break the law?

Hang on, hang on! First,
I’d like to talk to the
resident of that house.
Oh, Kloosterman, Well,
best of luck to you, I’d say.

One must be
careful with
trace evidence.
No one in,
apparently.

He’s eating
his apple again.

That’ll be
the stress.

Sorry to interrupt
you, but I’m a
little confused.

If the victim crawled here
through these front gardens,
why am I not seeing any trace
of that in your garden?

I’ll never, ever do it again.
Was the boy still
conscious then?
Did he say anything?

He said,
112!

I’d have gone myself if he
hadn’t. I’m man enough, you
know. I should mention that
I lost my leg to the cancer.

You saw the
victim first?
Strange...
Yes. That
was me.
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So I rang,
immedi
ately!

There I am in bed and I hear this odd
sort of moaning and panting in the
front gardens. I call my husband.
I tell him: “Wim, you go and see.”
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Did you notice anything
else out of the ordinary?

Let me think...
er... No!

Not that I
can think of.

You are free to go,
sir. Try and catch
up on your sleep.

Harry!

Will do.
Thank you.

— Ahem! —
Can I deliver
the remains to
Cornelissen?

Yes! He’s been informed
and will look at them as
soon as he can. Thanks.

clickclickclicklickclickclick

The medics have administered a sleeping pill
to the parents and sister. If you’d still like
to speak with them, you’d better be quick.

They’re
expecting you,
Harry.

Forensics are done.
We’ll be off, too. Can I deliver
the remains to Cornelissen?

I’m dreading
this. I know
those people.

I know,
Harry.

Harry Kleijn thought about the eyes of the boy in
the body bag, which would never see anybody again.
No detective work of his would change that.

Do you have any
more questions
for us?
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The lavender was already in bloom.
Two months early, Harry thought. It hadn’t
rained in weeks, and the soil was far too dry.

It had been nearly a year since Harry had become acquainted with the Van Der Geest family. The cause had been
so bizarre and mysterious as to dwarf all other incidents that had ever been reported to his office.
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Window cleaner
wounded in
gas explosion
An Iepenlaan residence was the
site of a gas explosion yesterday.
The fire brigade had the blaze
under control within half an hour.
None of the residents were present
in the house at the time of the
explosion, but a window cleaner
was admitted to hospital with back
injuries and several burns. Investigators have yet to determine the
cause of the incident
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Nobody
What’d I tell you: they
were never gonna come.

Slags.

Well,
their loss.

krrrr rrr

CR AC K LE!!

But there is some
one, though. Look!

k r r r r r r r!
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Ido Lindemans
17, keyboards

Fedja van der Kervel
17, drums

Thomas Luttich
17, guitar

Elmer Viruly
18, guitar & vocals

Jonas van der Geest
18, bass
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Mr.
Kloosterman.

A pumping
bass riff
opened
this Ennio
Morricone
song, sound
track to
an obscure
Italian sixties
film. Decibels
filled the
garage space
and fanned
out across
the square.
All volume
controls dialled
up to ten.

It mattered
to the boys
in the band
to feel the
music vibrating
in their own
bones.
It bolstered
their belief
that I.H.S.
would one day
become a huge
act.

Well, lads,
Mr. Kloosterman’s our
audience today. So let’s
have it, where do we start?

Il Giardino
delle delizie?

Right. That’s settled.
Everyone ready?

One, two,
three...
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Today there
was just the
one man in the
garage square.
Later, they
would no doubt
play to packed
venues.
Yes, they were
convinced
that they were
headed for a
magnificent
future.
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– Yawn –

Yeah? ‘You can give my bitch a
ride.’ Who’s that bitch of yours?
Joke van Straalen maybe?

And
flyers?

You’re just aping those blokes
from the ghetto. Look around,
mate. We live in a Dutch
suburb. This is all we know.

Sod off with
your flyers, man.

No, listen,
success is also down
to the right PR.

Not exactly
rock ‘n’ roll.
Why not?
People worry and
dream here, too.
My parents are having a row
with the neighbours over the
height of that fence. Maybe
there’s something in that?
Write some decent song lyrics for
once, why don’t you? Bloody hell,
what have we even got, except
for a couple instrumentals?

Think of the Beatles. Eleanor
Rigby. Nowhere Man. Lovely Rita.
Penny Lane. Those are portraits
of flesh and blood humans.

Look, I can’t write lyrics.
I don’t have the talent.
But I can recognise good lyrics.
Something that’s real. Heartfelt.

Right, I’m
off that way.
I wrote one,
didn’t I?
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Oh, you leaving
already?

Then I’ll see you on Wednesday. Don’t forget,
yeah? Wednesday at half one I’m stopping by.
Yeh.

Yep.

He’s none
too talkative,
is he?

Oh, he’s not so
bad. Jonas is pretty
chatty one-on-one.

Maybe he
doesn’t
like us.

Hey, he’s only been in
the band three weeks!
Let him get used to it!

Oi! Who’s
Chantal?

When you’re shagging
Chantal later tell her
not to think of me the
whole time, all right?

Elmer! Elmer! Why does our
band name need to be in Latin?
I get bloody tongue tied when
people ask about it.

We shortened it to
I.H.S. just for you.

Yeah, but why in Latin?
In Hollandia Suburbia,
nobody’s gonna get
that, are they?

Patatus fritus is Latin,
too. And everyone
understands that.

Chantal?
Who’s Chantal?
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Song lyrics.
Song lyrics.

About what,
though?

Or about
her heron?

Or Mr.
Kloosterman?

About the Ömer
family, maybe?

Huh?!
Or Mrs. Bestevaer
next door?
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Aaaahhh!!
Aaah!!
Yeah, it’s me.
Where are you?

What is it?
What is it?

He could hear
his friends
shouting a
couple of
streets back.
Listen, look up
right now, in the
direction of the
Pharus building!

Look up,
man!! Do you
see that? Are
you seeing it?

Aaaaa h!

Suddenly
the lights
vanished, and
Jonas saw a
disc tumbling
rapidly down
into the
neighbour
hood.

30

!

Aaaaa h h h!
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Football player
killed by lightning
Twenty-four-year-old Govert Overveen of the third class amateur team
FC Bomenbuurt was struck by lightning
during the team’s final cup match against
FC Zeeheldenbuurt on Saturday. The
wing player died in the penalty area.
The referee was not blamed for not halting the match sooner: all parties present agreed that the weather had turned
extremely suddenly.
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Wim hadn’t touched her
for months.

In a sweet way, yes. A concerned way.
But that wasn’t what she wanted.

And now there had been that bizarre
accident in the neighbourhood.

Tiles everywhere else, but the path
to the front door is like an obstacle
course. I always get stuck there.

The trio shared a near-boundless
admiration for the woman who
initiated them into wiccan lore.
Vesper must
have her
reasons
for that.

She had often seen the boy pass
her house. Him and his bubble gum.

Thank heaven her bowel movements
were as desired.

Let it
go... Let
it go...

Ria was looking forward to the
white witch’s workshop.

They were feeling increasingly connected
to themselves and to Mother Earth.

They had been familiarised with the
use of the pendulum and now each had
their own personal magical crystal.

Yeah,
definitely.

Mother Earth. Vesper used
that phrase very often.

Hello
Vesper!!
Hello!

Hmph!

Aaah!!
Hmph!

Ah,
there
she is.

Does she not see
me, or does she not
want to see me?

Vesper’s meditating! You can yell
and shout all you want, but she
won’t respond.

Hello, lass.
How’s it
going?

The workshop started, as always, on
the tatami mats in the back garden.

Keep listening to your
breathing. In and out. In
and out. Every cell in your
brain is filling with light.
Blue-silver light.

Once again Ria found the half-moon
pose rather a challenge.
Vesper! I’m sorry, but I’m finding
it hard to maintain my balance.
It’s up
to you.

Oof,
oof,
oof!

There’s
no point,
Ria!
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Tonnie Puthaar (35) and Petra
Sliedrecht (29) were Ria’s fellow
course members.

I’m not your
lass. Yeah, I’m
trying to ring the
bell, but I can’t
reach the door.

Darling,
then just
don’t do the
balasana.
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After forty-five minutes it was time
for Grounding. And once again the
miracle happened.

You have roots
that connect you
to the soil.

They bought some more trinkets
in Vesper’s shop. The Himalayan
salt was on sale.

She had been embarrassed during her
first session, but now she didn’t care who
saw her standing between her crutches.

Ria wanted to talk to Vesper about the
distance she had felt between Wim and
herself since the amputation.

Because you
are allowed
to exist.

If anything, it looked like a rusty
piece of cast iron. That’s all I could
make of it.
Finally, the women stood in a circle
and spoke those most important
lines of Wiccan lore.

Afterwards, the aspiring witches
turned back into regular women
and exchanged news.

It’s a miracle he survived. I call that
a miracle.

That De Vries woman fainted
when she saw that boy in the grass.
He all but bled to death.

An it harm none, do what you will.
Anything you do will be returned to
you threefold. Be careful what you
wish for. It might come true.

It boggles
the mind,
doesn’t it?

No, go on,
I’m staying.

But once she was alone with Vesper she didn’t dare to broach the topic. Instead, she started on that other bone
of contention. Her neighbour Kloosterman’s Japanese cherry tree.

I mean:
aren’t there any
magic spells
against that?

One of
those boys
is Jonas, a
neighbour of
mine.

I just stepped right over that police
tape to see what they were doing.

Because that
bloody thing
blocks all the
sunlight from
my living room.

You know you’re
not meant to
use the spells
for that.

No, of course not. “An it harm none.”
I know.

Try looking at
a tree without
giving words
to it.

And now, why don’t
you tell me what’s
really bothering you.
Do they know yet
where that metal
disc came from,
Tonnie?
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I’ll tell you. There was a tent put up
around it right quick. All these people
in white suits walking in and out.

Yes, Vesper
was a
white witch
for good
reason.
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Man attacks spouse
with hammer
A 42-year-old Bomenbuurt inhabitant
was arrested after hitting his spouse over
the head with a hammer. Neighbours who
were alarmed after hearing cries for help
succeeded in bringing the woman to safety.
After receiving hospital treatment, the
victim reported her assault to the police.
40
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Interesting,
interesting.

But Jonas’ witness statement
was totally ignored.

For days, he scoured the internet
in search of similar occurrences.

Three months
before Ido lost his
left arm, a crate
of tomatoes had
fallen out of the
cargo hold of an
Antonov An-225.
Miraculously, no
one was injured.
Nothing!
Not a word!

The event had caused a great
deal of commotion.

“Those Russians aren’t bothered about
regulations” was the common refrain.

The airport had disclaimed
any liability.

He found no mention of metal discs randomly dropping from the sky, but unidentified flying objects were being
observed all around the world.

Thanks to the smartphone, any eye witness can now document strange phenomena. At the same time, any bugger
with basic special effects know-how can slap together a hoax.
Some reporting
on Ido’s bizarre
accident had
suggested that
cargo might have
fallen from another
hold. But inquiries
at the airport and
an inspection of
freight documents
had turned up
nothing.
Immediately
after Ido had
been transported
to hospital, the
friends had spoken
to a journalist.
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And suddenly...
a flash...

And gone!
Vanished!
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It was up to Jonas to separate
the wheat from the chaff.

Only very rarely did the official press
report on UFOs.

In some instances, such as in the Phoenix Lights case (1997), the UFOs were too cowardly to admit that they
were baffled.

He saw dozens of eyewitness reports. How could he doubt the sincerity of these people?
But when
airports
suspend
flights
due to the
presence
of UFOs,
the media
can’t ignore
it. That
happened
in Bremen,
Chicago, and
Lima. And at
Shanghai’s
airport
on three
separate
occasions in
the past five
years.

Jonas immersed
himself in research
on the Roswell
incident (1947), the
Nova Scotia incident
(1967), the Kecksburg
incident (1965),
Nha Trang in Vietnam
(1966), Colares (1977)
and Varginha (1996)
in Brazil, the series
of sightings in
Belgium (1989), the
Rendlesham Forest
incident (1980),
Tehran (1976), Alfena
in Portugal (1990),
Couloumbier in France
(1994), the Japan Air
Lines 1628 incident
(1986)... The list
seemed endless.
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What’s he want
standing there?

RING!!
A few
days later,
Harry
Kleijn
turned up.
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Good afternoon. My name is Kleijn.
Harry Kleijn.

I’m leading the investigation into
Ido Lindemans’ accident.

I’d like to talk to your son about
the matter.

It heartened Jonas to talk to an
adult about it.
Don’t you have
a smartphone?

Harry Kleijn seemed to take him
seriously. He was the only one.

Olaf Loogman had replaced Ido
as keyboard player.

People have been pulling UFOs into
the world for centuries.
You know how they do it?

So you’re
saying I’m a liar,
basically.
Well?
Out of
their
arses.

Of course.
Please, come in.
Martin Van
Der Geest.

Calm down,
mate.
Thank
you!
When I write things down, I remember
them more easily than when I type them.

...and then I ran over to where they
were screaming...

No, I won’t
calm down!

You saw it too,
didn’t you?
That was real, yeah?
Or wasn’t it?

He’s calling
me a liar.
Tell me everything that happened in
the hour leading up to Ido’s accident.
Even what you were thinking at the time.

Hey,
Syd Barrett!

You know
him?

Well, seems clear to me: Jonas went
on a fucking massive ego trip.

I only saw something for a second. It
wasn’t long enough to be sure.
It happened so fast.

Do I ever. Snagged that from your
dad’s record collection, did you?

And this
is your
band?

No way! My dad
doesn’t get this
sort of music.
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Yeah. That’s
Ido, third
from the left.

And I only heard you two talking
on the phone about a strange light.
But I didn’t see anything myself.
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Ugh!

But to just hit
someone in the face.
That’s not right, is it?

You wrecked
his piano.

Let me put
this down
first.

It’s called a
keyboard.

He asked
for it.

If I hadn’t called them, Ido would
still have two arms. They would have
walked on.

Bang!

I feel so
awful.

Darling, of
course you do.

Martin,
where
are you
going?

Jonas!
Jonas!
Stop!
Stop!!

I called because
I didn’t want to be
the only one who saw
those fucking lights.
To the
Wild Patch!

Just want
to check.

Stop that now...
o o o oo o o w.

Beep
Beep

Klik

Oh sweetheart,
this isn’t
like you.
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